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9455 1555
North: Showroom: 79 Erindale Rd, Balcatta

South: Showroom & Factory: 149 Bannister Rd, Canning Vale

sales@westral.com.au www.westral.com.au
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OWNED & OPERATED6
WESTRAL’S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

With the same WA ownership since 
it commenced operations in 1973, 

Westral looks after your investment 
with a full warranty against faulty 

products, irrespective of age, 
conditions apply.

Westral Plantation Timber Shutters 
It is the quality, variety, precision, the finish 

and attention to detail that results in Westral’s 
custom made shutters being so far ahead of the 

competitors. They really are superior. Westral Plantation 
Timber Shutters come in four distinct ranges so there will be 

one to suit your home and budget. All available with the Easy 
Tilt option which has no visible control.

Woodlore - value and appearance - With crisp, clean colours, 
Woodlore offers endless decorating possibilities and will provide  

a distinctive finish to any home. Available in a range of colours and 
design options, the extremely durable composite wood core is wrapped 

in a tough poly coating ensuring your shutters can withstand hard knocks. 
The character of genuine wood without the expense. Resists fading, staining, 

splitting, warping and is energy efficient.

Woodbury - with 100% waterproof option - Manufactured from ABS man made material the  
Woodbury shutter keeps looking its best in any climate condition with UV-inhibiting finishes to 

maintain brilliance.
Normandy (Phoenixwood) - With a natural grain reminiscent of Tasmanian Oak these shutters can be 

stained to match in with existing timber furniture and fit-outs.
Sussex (White Teak) - The premium timber option and 35% more durable than Basswood. Available in a huge 

selection of stains, paints and finishes, Sussex is sourced from sustainable regrowth forests located in the Solomon 
Islands.

Woodlore (MDF) – Westral’s most popular shutter. Extremely hard wearing, (resisting knocks and scratches), while 
being competitively priced.

Plantat ion 
T imber Shutters


